MEMORANDUM

TO : Aileen P. Pantaleon
     Amy M. Joven
     Arjen C. Macabutas
     Girlie S. Cabrera
     Ernesto R. Figurasin

FROM : DR. ROMMEL C. BAUTISTA, CESO V
       Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT : SUBMISSION OF NARRATIVE REPORT OF TATP PARTICIPANTS

DATE : January 11, 2019

1. In relative to the recent concluded Regional Training of Teacher-Adviser Training Program held last December 16-18, 2018 at Great Eastern Hotel Quezon City, the Youth Formation Section is requesting the above-mentioned participants to submit a narrative report.

2. The narrative report should be sent in the School Governance and Operations Division official email sgod.depedantipolo@gmail.com on or before January 21, 2019.

3. It must contain the concerns and resolutions raised during the training, the link for slides decks and the pictorial report.

4. Compliance of all concerned is enjoyed.